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Reference  Location Description Actions 

070317/01 Cycle racks on prom Felixstowe Forward have asked if this matter can be raised – It has 
been raised in the past but no racks have been provided on the 
seafront.  If we allow cycling on the prom it is suggested that the 
provision of cycle racks should be investigated. 

Cycle racks on the promenade would 
restrict the width of the walking 
surface as they require space for the 
bicycles, but possible locations could 
be investigated. Suggest that the 
best place for these is within the 
existing SCDC carparks. There are 
some cycle racks at the Martello Park 
south car park at present.   

070317/02 Speed awareness on 
High Road East  

We have received a complaint from a local resident regarding motorists 
speed and lack of care and caution when approaching bollards in the 
middle of the road, at the cross roads junction which connects 
Rosemary, over High Road East into Pickets Road.  He understands 
that 30 mph signs are not permitted under road traffic regulations but is 
enquiring whether the neon signs that light up to remind drivers they 
are in a 30mph zone are possible. 

Temporary battery powered SID 
signs are allowed but these have to 
be erected and moved by volunteers. 

The process for getting posts for 
these is on the SCC web site under 
‘Speeding in Suffolk’ 

070317/03 Bus Shelters 
opposite the Half 
Moon and Gosford 
Way 

Confirmation has been received that the bus shelters have been 
demolished and the shelter contractors are expected to go out in 
February, so the two new shelters should be completed soon. 

 

070317/04 Seat Licence outside 
the Felsto Arms in 

Sea Road 

A request for a licence to place seats on the footway outside the Felsto 
Arms has been received. 

The existing layout of the property includes outside seating to the front 
and side of the property. The seating  at the front is covered for 
smokers. Seats were placed out on the pavement at the end of last 
Summer, we asked that these be removed while we considered the 
granting of a seat licence. 

The pavement is approximately 3.1m wide We feel that the 
arrangement requested and as placed out last summer is an 
unreasonable restriction of the footway and are not minded to grant the 
licence but the Committee’s opinion is requested.  

Photographs of the location at present and last summer when the seats 
were placed out for a short time. 

 

 


